1. ROYAL Bangs  Brass  Modern Art
2. NIGHT BEATs  Sonic Bloom  The Reverberation Appreciation Society
3. KING KHAN AND THE SHRINES  Idle No More  Merge
4. RICH HANDS  Dreamers  Fountain-Burger
5. DR. DOG  B-Room  Anti
6. CUB SPORT  Paradise [EP]  Cosine
7. THEM SWOOPS  Glimmers [EP]  +1
8. MGMT  MGMT  Columbia
9. THOSE DARLINS  Blur The Line  Thirty Tigers
10. HEAD AND THE HEART  Let's Be Still  SUB POP
11. JULIE RUIN  Run Fast
12. NOAH AND THE WHALE  Heart Of Nowhere  Caroline
13. ELVIS COSTELLO AND THE ROOTS  Wise Up Ghost  Blue Note
14. BEST COAST  Fade Away  Jewel City-Kobalt
15. PARQUET COURTS  Tally All The Things That You Broke [EP]  What's Yr Rupture?
16. OF MONTREAL  Lousy With Sylvanbriar  Polyvinyl
17. ARCTIC MONKEYS  AM  Domino
18. MAZZY STAR  Seasons Of Your Day  InGrooves
19. OBITS  Bed And Bugs  SUB POP
20. FRATELLIS  We Need Medicine  BMG
21. BLOUSE  Imperium  Captured Tracks
22. HERMS  Drop Out, Vol. 1  Castleface
23. KINGS OF LEON  Mechanical Bull  RCA
24. CASUAL SEX  Stroh 80  Moshi Moshi
25. BRIGHTENER  Make Real Friends  Self-Released
27. SOMEONE STILL LOVES YOU BORIS YELTSIN  Fly By Wire  Polyvinyl
28. HAIM  Days Are Gone  Columbia
29. BLIND SHAKE  Key To A False Door  Castleface
30. SISU  Blood Tears  Mono Prism